
 

BigDataRevealed is opening its GDPR, Data Regulatory, Discovery, Remediation, Encryption-Sequester 
software for others to become resellers, Integrators, or for consideration of White Label agreements.  
 

          Don’t Fear the Hack, Fear What Data is Stolen. If They Only Take Personal Data that is Heavily   
          Encrypted, You Have Protected Your Customers. 
 

  You’ve heard it before, “it’s not if you’re Clients will be hacked, it’s when! Be Prepared –  
  Encrypt or Sequester you Customers’ Private Data”. 
 

Auditing Firms, Consulting Organizations, Big Data Vendors, it’s your time to shine, have a positive 
influence on our world while increasing profits!  Limit the negative impact of cyber-attacks by 
Discovering and Encrypting vital data before the hack occurs. Understand our technology and lead your 
clients through the developing crisis in data security.  
 

Every major firm realizes they can’t protect their data stores from intrusion. No matter how hard they 
try the hackers will adapt and find their way in. There is only one solution available, and all major 
governments are awakening to that fact and will soon demand that every company implement some 
version of that one solution. Companies will no longer be allowed to maintain Personal Information in 
any of their data stores that can be used illegally or maliciously. The first stringent regulations will soon 
be enforced by the European Union. These regulations require compliance from any company doing 
business with European Union citizens and are known as the European Union’s General Data Protection 
Regulations (GDPR).   After the latest US intrusion (Equifax) that industry experts equate to the impact of 
a Category 5 Hurricane, you can be certain exacting regulations will become ubiquitous. 
 

There are 3 million or so companies that must meet the EU GDPR Regulations of which 40,000 are 
considered major firms that will soon be asking for help! Be there with a technological solution that is 
easy to implement, directed squarely at the problem of discovering, encrypting and sequestering 
Personal Information, is completely scalable, delivers Indirect Identifiers as well as the Right of Erasure 
“Right to be Forgotten” and comes with fully developed task management modules to ease the burden 
of processing the volume of files and columns that every company will need to address. .   
 

BigDataRevealed can provide you with a solution that no other firm currently possesses, though many 
make the claims they do.  With our help your firm can become a leader overnight in the fight to protect 
the data assets of all firms.  
 

It is time to let companies make their own rules and stop playing by the hacker’s rules. 
 

BigDataRevealed is opening its software for others to become resellers, Integrators, or even to consider 
White Label agreements.  
 

Reach out to BigDataRevealed for a demo or installation package (one-day installation, implementation 
and results), or request our new VM product with Apache Hadoop and BigDataRevealed pre-installed 
that allows full operation of BigDataRevealed even on a laptop. 
 

Review our Power Point showing the key concepts of our product and our  productionalizing 
methodology of BigDataRevealed for GDPR and most any Regulatory Compliance and protection of Data 
Assets. 
 

Reach BigDataRevealed to facilitate protecting your customer’s valued and confidential data 
privacyinfo@bigdatarevealed.com  (847) 440-4439.  
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